
Get ofus in2."Enhl"s. sequence
· Viz E2, ...,3: UizU 2,- uz+ .. . ->4x
· Vit21,2, ...k-13:

qui, uititE(or Eni,uititEif
undirected)

&does this definition allow repeated
nodes in a path?

a+by -du,
=a

u2
=b

uz
=C

un =b

45 =C

up
=d

Apathis simple ifall ofits nodes are

& istinct.

TheatPraises it?"Wages
Thepathfunandgetanode
toV.

d(u,v) dist(u,v)

restucebetweenarteeate betweenre
Agrape is meted ifFu,VEV I a path
from a to V.



*T
between A,D: AD dist(A,D) =1

*EzD I
Det A"From"to "Pateofleng
nottraverse thesame node twice.

Acycle is imple if each node is distinct.

A graph is adic ifitcontains no cycles.

ex o-0- 0-0 acyclic

o
acyclic

ojo notacyclic
!

b
-d

an acyclic



ab-c acguic
De
d

atbed nota cyclic

C &
How many cycles does

have?

Efor3? We consider (a, b, c, (b,c,a)

22,a,b) to be
all same cycle.

andy"ges-then

Ifwe give a proof by construction via-

an algorithm that, given any acyclic
graph, finds a degree or degree 1 node.

alg: letno any mode in G
Leti =0
while currentnode ushas unvisited

neighbors:
let hitl=such a neighbor
i =i +1

return i



sexample: ·-
20

Given an acyclic graph G, left be thenode returned by the algo
there are I cases:

Case 1: t =

no odo so degH)
=0

So G has a node ofdegree 0, t. t

Case 2:t =Ux, KI1 up -a, ... t
We WTS deg(t)=1.
Since to is lastin thesequence (no, u., ..., uch
there is no edge from - toany unvisited
node.
If Iedge from t toany node other man
ux-1 thenitis some node in quo, us, ..., Up-z!

Up-u,-... 4; ...
- 4x - 1
- 4k

-
ButthenLuis ..., ux, uil is a cycles
contradicting thatG is acyclic.
so t has only one edge, the edge toUK-1.
Sodegst)=1.
Since thecases are exhaustive, theclaim
isproved.



undirected
v

Det areagrape that
is connected

*For arrow or

b

IX a xbatforest
lundirected,
acyclic
grappl

xm11.35 LetT =(V, E). Then IE1:1-1.

If:in book. (by mathematical inductions

-ary11.36 Let T =NV, E). The

1 adding any edge EEtoT createa

2

removing any edge
etcfrom Idisconnectthe


